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Over 50 resources from one of the world's leading sources of medical and nursing information in one convenient, cost-effective package. Whether it's tried-and-true resources like Lovell & Winter's Pediatric Orthopedics or more recent titles sure to become classics, this collection consists of must-have references to meet your institution's needs.
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What's Included
- 5-Minute Pediatric Consult, The
- Avery's Neonatology: Pathophysiology and Management of the Newborn
- Biologic Treatment of Pediatric Inflammatory Bowel Disease: A Decade of JPGN Contributions
- Biopsy Interpretation of Pediatric Lesions
- Blume's Atlas of Pediatric and Adult Electroencephalography
- Child and Adolescent Psychiatry: The Essentials
- Children's and Young People's Nursing Made Incredibly Easy! UK Edition
- Clinical Guide to Pediatric Sleep, A: Diagnosis and Management of Sleep Problems
- Emans, Lauffer, Goldstein's Pediatric and Adolescent Gynecology
- Essentials of Lewis's Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
- Fleisher & Ludwig's 5-Minute Pediatric Emergency Medicine Consult
- Fleisher & Ludwig's Textbook of Pediatric Emergency Medicine
- Frames of Reference for Pediatric Occupational Therapy
- Fundamentals of Pediatric Orthopedics
- Goodheart's Photoguide to Common Pediatric and Adult Skin Disorders
- Green's Child and Adolescent Clinical Psychopharmacology
- Handbook of Pediatric Neurology
- Harley's Pediatric Ophthalmology
- Hospital for Sick Children Manual of Pediatric Trauma, The
- Lewis's Child and Adolescent Psychiatry Review: 1400 Questions to Help you Pass the Boards
- Lippincott Certification Review: Pediatric Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
- Lovell and Winter's Pediatric Orthopaedics
- Manual of Ambulatory Pediatrics
- Master Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery: Pediatrics
- Moffet's Pediatric Infectious Diseases: A Problem-Oriented Approach
Moss & Adams’ Heart Disease in Infants, Children, and Adolescents, Including the Fetus and Young Adult
Neinstein's Adolescent and Young Adult Health Care: A Practical Guide
Neonatal and Pediatric Pharmacology: Therapeutic Principles in Practice
Operative Techniques in Pediatric Orthopaedic Surgery
Oski’s Pediatric Certification and Recertification Board Review
Pediatric and Adolescent Knee Surgery
Pediatric Cataract Surgery: Techniques, Complications and Management
Pediatric Chiropractic
Pediatric Evidence: The Practice-Changing Studies
Pediatric Facts Made Incredibly Quick!
Pediatric Hand and Upper Limb Surgery: A Practical Guide
Pediatric Imaging: The Essentials
Pediatric Neuroimaging
Pediatric Physical Therapy
Pediatric Radiation Oncology
Pediatric Retina
Pediatric Sonography
Photographic Atlas of Pediatric Disorders and Diagnosis
Pocket Pediatrics: The Massachusetts General Hospital for Children Handbook of Pediatrics
Practice of Paediatric Orthopaedics
Principles and Management of Pediatric Foot and Ankle Deformities and Malformations
Principles and Practice of Pediatric Oncology
Rogers' Textbook of Pediatric Intensive Care
Schwartz's Clinical Handbook of Pediatrics
Stocker and Dehner's Pediatric Pathology
Textbook of Pediatric Emergency Procedures
Visual Diagnosis and Treatment in Pediatrics
Washington Manual of Pediatrics
Zuckerman Parker Handbook of Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics for Primary Care, The